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SUPERCONDUCTIVITY IN THE TWO-DIMENSIONALEXTENDED HUBBARD MODELWITH PAIR-HOPPING INTERACTION�S. Robaszkiewiz and W.R. CzartInstitute of Physis, Adam Mikiewiz UniversityUmultowska 85, 61-614 Pozna«, Poland(Reeived June 21, 2001)The extended Hubbard model with pair-hopping (intersite harge ex-hange) interation is studied. The e�ets of phase �utuations on thes-wave superondutivity of this system are disussed within the Kosterlitz�Thouless senario. For two-dimensional (SQ) lattie the evolution of thesuperonduting ritial temperature T; the pair formation temperatureTp and the Uemura-type plots (i.e. the plots of T vs super�uid sti�ness atT = 0) with pairing strength is determined.PACS numbers: 74.20.�z, 71.28.+d, 74.25.Ha1. General formulationThe extended Hubbard model with pair hopping interation i.e. the so-alled Penson�Kolb�Hubbard (PKH) model is one of the oneptually sim-plest phenomenologial models for studying orrelations and for desriptionof superondutivity of narrow band systems with short-range, almost un-retarded pairing [1,2℄. The model Hamiltonian has the form:H = �tXhiji� �ei�ij+i�j� + h..��Xi� �ni� + UXi ni"ni#�12 JXhiji �e2i�ij +i"+i#j#j" + h..� ; (1)where t is the single eletron hopping integral, U is the on-site density�density interation, J is the pair hopping (intersite harge exhange) inter-ation, � is the hemial potential, the limit hiji restrits the sum to nearest� Presented at the XII Shool of Modern Physis on Phase Transitions and CritialPhenomena, L¡dek Zdrój, Poland, June 21�24, 2001.(3267)



3268 S. Robaszkiewiz, W.R. Czartneighbors (nn). The Peierls fators in Eq. (1) aount for the oupling ofeletrons to the magneti �eld via its vetor potential ~A(~r):�ij = � e~ RjZRi d~r ~A(~r) ;and e is the eletron harge.In the absene of the U term the Hamiltonian (1) redues to the Penson�Kolb (PK) model [3�5℄, whereas for J = 0 and U < 0 one gets the Hamilto-nian of the Attrative Hubbard (AH) model [6�8℄.Till now the PKH model has been investigated only in a few partiularlimits [1,2℄. The main e�orts onerned the ground state properties of themodel in one dimension (d = 1) at half-�lling (n = 1) [2℄. For d-dimensionalhyperubi latties the ground state diagrams of the Penson�Kolb�Hubbardmodel have been determined by means of the (broken symmetry) Hartree�Fok Approximation (HFA) and by the slave-boson mean �eld method inRef. [1℄. At half �lling the diagrams are shown to onsist of at least ninedi�erent phases inluding superonduting states, site and bond-loated an-tiferromagneti and harge-density-waves states, as well as mixed phaseswith oexisting site and bond orderings. The stability range of the bond-type orderings shrinks with inreasing lattie dimensionality d and for d =1the phase diagram involves exlusively site-loated orderings.In this paper we extend the investigations of the PKH model to thease of �nite temperatures. We will fous on the two-dimensional ase witharbitrary partile onentration (0 < n < 2) and J > 0 and disuss thee�ets of phase �utuations on the superonduting state of this system. Wewill not analyse here the magneti orderings whih an develop in a de�niterange of U > 0; J > 0 and n at T = 0; and ompete with superondutivity.Our analysis is based on the (broken symmetry) HFA and the Kosterlitz�Thouless (K�T) theory for d = 2 super�uid [5,7�10℄.For ~A = 0 the free energy of the Superonduting (S) phase FS is alu-lated to be:FSN = � (n� 1) + 4z Jp2 + (�U + J0)x2s � 2�N Xk ln�2 osh��Ek2 �� (2)and the superonduting order parameter xs = 1=NPi hi#i"i, the Fokterm p = 1=4N Pk� k 
+k�k�� and � are determined by the equations�FS�xs = 0; �FS�p = 0; �FS�� = 0 ; (3)



Superondutivity in the Two-Dimensional Extended Hubbard Model : : : 3269where Ek = q"2k +�2; "k = "k � � ; � = (�U + J0)xs; J0 = zJ; "k =�et k ; et = t + 2pJ=z ; k = 2P� os k�, � = x; y; : : :, z is the number ofnearest neighbours (z = 4 for SQ lattie) � = 1=kBT .From Eqs (3) one an alulate the HFA transition temperature Tp atwhih the gap amplitude vanishes (� ! 0) and whih gives the estimationof the pair-formation temperature [8℄.Due to �utuation e�ets the superonduting phase transition will ourat the ritial temperature T being lower than Tp. For d = 2 lattie the Tan be derived within the K�T theory [7,9℄, using the K�T relation for theuniversal jump of the super�uid sti�ness �s at T2�kBT = ��s (T) : (4)The super�uid sti�ness (heliity modulus) �s, being diretly related to theLondon penetration depth �, alulated within HFA�RPA sheme, is givenby �s(T ) = ~2216�e2��2= � 12N Xk jtj �1� "kEk tanh��Ek2 �� os(k�) + 2J0z x2s� 12N t2Xk sin2 kxkBT osh2 ��Ek2 � : (5)2. Results and disussionWe have performed a quite extensive (analytial and numerial) analysisof the thermodynami and eletromagneti properties of the superondut-ing phase of the model (1) for d-dimensional hyperubi latties (d � 2) andarbitrary eletron onentration (0 < n < 2) [10℄. For SQ lattie examples ofthe evolution of T and Tp with a hange of interation parameters for �xedn are shown in Figs 1 and 2, whereas Fig. 3 shows the plots of transitiontemperatures as a funtion of n:Exept of the weak oupling regime there is a strong in�uene of thephase �utuations on the superonduting pairing and the results show alear separation of the energy sales for the pair formation (� kBTp) andthe phase oherene (� kBT). The K�T transition temperature T an bemuh lower than Tp; and for U � 0; J0 > 0 the highest redution is observedat small eletron onentrations (f. e.g. Fig. 3(a) and Ref. [5℄). Notie alsothat the di�erene between Tp and T strongly inreases with the inreaseof on-site attration U < 0 (f. Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Transition temperatures for the Penson�Kolb�Hubbard (PKH) model plot-ted as a funtion of U=B for n = 0:75 and several �xed values of J0=B = 0:5; 1.0.Solid and dashed lines denote T and Tp, respetively. SQ lattie, B = 8t is thebandwidth.In the region between Tp and T one has a state of inoherent s-wavepairs. In this state the pseudo-gap in the quasipartile energy spetrum willopen up and the system will exhibit non-Fermi liquid properties.In Fig. 2 we have ompared the plots of T and Tp vs interation for thePK (U = 0; J > 0) (Fig. 2(b)) and AH (U < 0; J = 0) (Fig. 2(a)) models.Exept for the weak oupling limit the interation dependenes of T are verydi�erent in these two models. This is due to the nonloal pairing mehanism(intersite harge exhange) whih makes the dynamis of eletron pairs in thePK model to be qualitatively di�erent from that in the AH model [1,5,6℄ andresults in di�erent thermodynami and eletrodynami properties of bothmodels. In the AH model with inreasing jU j the T inreases exponentially

Fig. 2. Transition temperatures as a funtion of inreasing interations for (a) theAH model (U < 0; J0 = 0) and (b) the PK model (J0 > 0; U = 0) plotted for SQlattie and n = 0:5: Denotations as in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 3. Transition temperatures for the PKH model plotted as a funtion of n forJ0=B = 0:5 and (a) U=B = 0, (b) U=B = 0:3: SQ lattie, B = 8t is the bandwidth.for small jU j, then it goes through a round maximum and it dereases ast2=jU j for large oupling (f. Fig. 2(a)). Analogous behavior is found forthe thermodynami ritial �eld H(0) [6,8℄. On the ontrary, in the PKmodel there is no maximum of T and H2 (0) at intermediate J=t and boththese quantities inrease linearly with J for large oupling (f. Fig. 2(b) andRefs [1,5℄).Within the K�T senario we have also derived the Uemura-type plotsfor the superonduting phase of the model, and examples of the T vs 1=�2plots with ontrolling variable n (�xed J0=B; U = 0) are shown in Fig. 4.Similar plots have been reently dedued for the AH model [8℄ and the

Fig. 4. The Uemura-type plots: 2kBT=B vs �20=�2, with the ontrolling variablen, for U = 0 and several �xed values of J0=B: The straight dashed line givesan upper bound for the phase ordering temperature ��s(0)=2. �20=�2 = 4�s=B;�20 = (~=e)2=(4�B):
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